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ABSTRACT

Objective: Age estimation is an important element in the forensic investigation, being one of the data primary sources to establish the identity of living people or unknown mortal remains. The methods used for this purpose are those based on individuals’ bones and teeth development. Since dental radiographs assume major role in the forensic context, this article aims to show, by means of literature review, the importance of dental radiographs as an aid in human identification process, particularly in the age estimation.

Conclusion: The forensic dental examination contributes significantly to human identification, no matter if it is a living, in advanced decay, skeletonized or charred body. Therefore, it is important to raise awareness among dental professionals about the need to properly record and archive the information and data obtained during the daily clinical routine, since the greatest support for identification in forensic dentistry, mainly the individual’s age estimation, comes from clinical documentation produced daily by clinicians, especially dental radiographs.
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Análise radiográfica em odontologia forense

RESUMO

Objetivo: A estimativa da idade é um elemento importante na investigação pericial, sendo uma das fontes preliminares dos dados para estabelecer a identidade de pessoas vivas ou restos mortais desconhecidos. Os métodos mais utilizados para este fim são os baseados no desenvolvimento ósseo e dentário dos indivíduos. Uma vez que as radiografias odontológicas assumem papel de grande importância no contexto pericial, o presente trabalho tem como propósito evidenciar, por meio de revisão da literatura, a importância das radiografias odontológicas como subsídio no processo de identificação humana e em particular na estimativa da idade.

Conclusão: O exame odontológico contribui significativamente para a identificação humana, esteja o corpo vivo, em decomposição avançada, esqueletizado ou carbonizado. Para tanto, é importante a conscientização da classe odontológica da necessidade de se registrar e arquivar adequadamente as informações e dados obtidos durante a rotina clínica diária, uma vez que o maior suporte para a identificação em odontologia forense, principalmente a estimativa da idade do indivíduo, advém da documentação clínica produzida cotidianamente pelos clínicos, em especial as radiografias odontológicas.

INTRODUCTION

The Forensic Odontology or Forensic Dentistry is the science that relates Dentistry with the Law, especially in human identification. The definition of this specialty shows one of the main expertise areas of the dental surgeon operating in the expert function which is to determine the identity of an individual by examining dental characteristics in forensic dental identification [1,2].

The success in identifying a person’s body brings considerable significance from the ethical, legal and criminal view. Human identification is not only a prerequisite to officially declare the death of individuals, but is also the basis for the investigation of crimes, mass disasters or war [3] crimes.

Historically, the application of radiology in forensic sciences was introduced in 1896, just one year after the discovery of X-rays by Roentgen, to demonstrate the presence of lead bullets inside a victim’s head [4].

The oral cavity presents a great potential for the identification; the role played by the expert in forensic dentistry is extremely important since the examination of a body through the mouth and dental arches can be critical in a criminal forensics, being dental examination an option widely used. In addition, the dentist must be careful to keep the patients’ medical records, radiographs and plaster models and must write down all the information because they may serve in the future for positive identification of victims [5].

In 1921, the possibility of using radiological imaging of the sinuses for identification purposes [6] arose. In 1927, it was reported the first complete radiological identification [7]. And in 1951 this technique was used in a work to identify bodies from a mass disaster [8].

Since then dental surgeons with special training and experience in Forensic Dentistry are often requested to assist in the identification of bodies, individual and mass disasters ones.

Among the various tests that the dental surgeon involved in expert function is able to perform the age estimation of individuals whose birth date is not proven is one of the most challenging. This challenge is close related to the fact that the expert must find biological parameters that enable to obtain the shortest time interval that encompass the person’s actual or chronological age or body [9].

Since dental radiographs assumed major role in the forensic context, this paper aims to show, by means of literature review, the importance of dental radiographs as an aid in human identification process, particularly in age estimation.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The age estimation is an important element in the forensic investigation, being one of the primary data sources to establish the identity of living people or unknown mortal remains. The methods used for this purpose are those based upon individuals’ bones and teeth development.

In 1992 was released a study that established the identity of edentulous individuals by comparing ante and post-mortem maxillary occlusal radiographs. Twelve examiners with the following qualifications participated in the study: six radiologist dental surgeons, four dental surgeon specialists and two dental students. The study demonstrated that six out of the twelve observers were able to establish correctly the identity of all 20 cases examined. Among the specialists, five were radiologists and one was prosthetist. Other professionals got right between 3 and 8 identifications, while the two students missed two and four identifications, respectively [10].

In 2001 a work was undertaken to assess the value of dental radiographs for personal identification, in the absence of restorations. There were obtained 198 periapical and bitewing radiographs of teeth from 22 dry skulls. Each selected radiograph was evaluated by forensic odontologists, students and radiology technicians in attempt to correlate the radiographs with each skull. Success rates in the combination of radiographs ranged from 63.6 to 100%. The average rate for forensic odontologists was 93.3%, for students and technicians was 89.7% [11].

A case report published in 2006 was able to conclude that the expertise object aged 18 years or older. For this was used panoramic radiographic examination. For the author, the method of choice for an expert examination to age estimation is radiographic due to its practicality in obtaining data [9].

Some advantages of panoramic radiographic technique for forensic identification are: symmetry of the obtained images, overall view, simplicity to perform the procedure, exclusion of the oral cavity films, lower radiation dose and exposure time when compared to the full mouth intraoral radiographic examination [12].

In 2006, there was this forensic case where radiographs containing images with suitable quality for confrontation were used and enabled the identity determination of an individual who died in a car accident followed by the fire. With the correct processing and archiving of dental radiographs, clinicians were able to have in their custody documentation that allowed the proper monitoring of dental treatments performed and, eventually, subsidize information to the Justice [2].

In 2007 was published a report of an expert case where the identification of charred body was possible by using pre and post-operative radiographs of a bone fracture in the wrist joint. In these radiographs where found particularities of the plate and screws used in fracture reduction that were coincident with the necropsy findings. The authors emphasized that the filing of radiographs is essential to the forensic context because they can be ordered by the justice and used in the resolution of legal issues [13].

In 2007, two human cases of identification of charred bodies through dental and sinus radiographs were reported, highlighting the importance of documentation [14].

In the following year, there was another forensic case where the person’s age of criminal responsibility was proven by age estimation expert examination. In order to
do so, there levels of apical closure of third molars and the degree of epiphyseal closure of the radius and ulna were analyzed by means of panoramic and carpal radiographs, respectively [15].

In 2010, aiming to verify the applicability of dental age estimation method in a mixed population of Brazilians in the region of Baixada Cuiabana, State of Mato Grosso, Midwestern of Brazil, we analyzed 200 panoramic radiographs, being half of them from males and the other 100 from females, to check the percentage of correct responses in this sample using simple statistics. It was observed 54% correct answers in all subjects evaluated, the males radiographs obtained 55% right and 45% wrong results, while the females ones showed 53% correct and 47% wrong responses [16].

In an article published in 2013 was demonstrated the importance of expert examination to estimate age in living beings, presenting a case where the accused one claimed to be under 18 years old, with authentic civil registration proving his criminal responsibility age. According to the expert examination (qualified official document) the age of the accused was estimated to be less than 18 years old and therefore it was recognized the absence of culpability, presumption of absolute legal disability, which means that the person under 18 years does not have enough maturity to discern the consequences of his/hers actions [17].

In the year of 2014 there was an age estimation exam for civil registration purposes in the city of Porto Velho - Brazil, where several signs of illegal immigration attempted were detected and reported to inform the competent authorities. The author reports that the dental surgeon is often asked to help the judiciary when it needs to established someone’s age by using forensic dentistry own scientific knowledge, and the expert should be aware of all the intricacies that surrounds this type of examination [18].

DISCUSSION

Forensic anthropology, through human identification, seeks to analyze, both in quality and in quantity, various types of characters that differ between individuals. Among these, one searches for the animal species, gender determination, age, skin color, height, biotype and particular signs [9]. Dental treatment results in unique qualities, individualizing people more and more. Most of the time, people are easily identified in routine radiographs in the dental clinic.

Concerning the applicability of dental radiographs within forensic dentistry, it is possible to find in literature many studies in which they were applied as a reference to compare the anatomy of the maxillofacial region.

Data showed in works published in 1992 and ratified in 2001 [10,11] confirm and stress the relevance of more than one forensic specialist signing the identification form of the individual who went through the forensic examination. Searches also show that forensic examiners that are well-trained in the subject of radiology are capable of determining positively the identity, even in cases where the teeth are missing.

That being said, one could say that the comparison between radiographic images has some limitations, despite its advantages, because many times it is a subjective examination, which depends a great deal on how experienced the forensic professional is. In addition to that, the radiographic image can vary significantly depending on the incidence of the x-ray beam.

Despite the benefits of using panoramic radiography within forensic dentistry [12], the use of this type of radiography in the legal area has shown some flaws in the realization of the post-mortem panoramic, especially concerning the cost of the equipment and the positioning of the body. Another issue lies on the fact that many devices are previously adjusted so that the peak kilo-voltage is at a very low level to compensate the lack of tissue in a skull sample.

There is a consensus in literature about how the technique in forensic dental identification requires suitable material to accomplish the comparison of information and how dental radiographs contain relevant features to the process of people individualization. In order to demonstrate the importance of these pieces as source of information for human identification it is essential the correct archiving of tests [2,13].

There are several methods to estimate age and they are presented by various scientific groups. Each of them ends up using their own methodological protocol and different procedures to evaluate their method. This leads to severe limitations in the comparison, reproduction and verification of these methods. Through a study published in 2010, it was possible to observe the need for adjustments of the methods or for the creation of a specific applicability method to individuals of that Brazilian region [16].

Thus, the ideal is to use national or regional research data so the study variables are similar to those that focus on the development of the individual that will go under forensic examination [15].

Furthermore, there are divergences in teeth mineralization stages, especially when comparing populations with different racial characteristics, since the development of individuals is influenced by genetic, climatic, socioeconomic, environmental, hormonal and nutritional factors.

Since young people of the same age may present different degrees of maturity there is a need to use different parameters for age evaluation in forensic dentistry.

According to Lisbôa [16], among the studies for tooth development evaluation, the most cited are Nolla [17], Nicodemo et al. [18] and Demirjian et al. [19]. Starting from the age of 14, one can notice a significant increase in the number of errors when comparing the chronological age with the method developed by Nicodemo [13]. This is probably due to the decrease in the number of teeth in stage of mineralization within individuals above this age, in other words, individuals who are able to be analyzed by this method.

The estimate of age in children or young people normally provides the obtaining of shorter gaps, because the individual is going through a progressive development. The gaps...
become longer as the person reaches adult age (stabilization phase), which makes the estimate more complex, as the analysis of the regressive factors is required [15].

On the other hand, data from a 2010 study were applied to both national and international charts, resulting in the obtaining of an age gap that enabled the establishment of police procedure, based on technical and scientific criteria [15].

Human identification by comparison through radiographs within forensic dentistry is a technique that is intended mainly to provide the identification of corpses in different stages of putrefaction, skeletonization or carbonization, and also, when only remains, mortal or not, are available. In these situations, different radiographic techniques can be utilized: periapical, interproximal, panoramic, carpal and sinuses [9,11,14].

With these examinations, it becomes possible to create estimates of age based on technical-scientific criteria, which can be an appropriate foundation for the establishment of police procedure, which enables the verification and application of the suitable punishment to the accused.

CONCLUSION

The forensic dental examination gives a significant contribution to the human identification, whether the body is alive, in advanced state of decomposition, skeletonized or carbonized.

In order to do so, it is important that the dental community acknowledges the necessity of properly registering and filing the information and data obtained during the clinical daily routine. After all, the biggest foundation for the identification within forensic dentistry, mainly the estimate of the individual’s age, comes from the clinical documentation generated daily by the clinical professionals, especially the dental radiographs.
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